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a b s t r a c t

Next generation sequencing (NGS) has revolutionized virus discovery. Notwithstanding, a vertical
pipeline, from sample preparation to data analysis, has not been available to the plant virology
community. We developed a degenerate oligonucleotide primed RT-PCR method with multiple barcodes
for NGS, and constructed VirFind, a bioinformatics tool specifically for virus detection and discovery able
to: (i) map and filter out host reads, (ii) deliver files of virus reads with taxonomic information and
corresponding Blastn and Blastx reports, and (iii) perform conserved domain search for reads of
unknown origin. The pipeline was used to process more than 30 samples resulting in the detection of all
viruses known to infect the processed samples, the extension of the genomic sequences of others, and
the discovery of several novel viruses. VirFind was tested by four external users with datasets from
plants or insects, demonstrating its potential as a universal virus detection and discovery tool.

& 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Next generation sequencing (NGS) has revolutionized virology with
many novel viruses being discovered using popular platforms such as
pyrosequencing (454 Life Sciences, Branford, CT) or Illumina dye
sequencing (Illumina, San Diego, CA) (Al Rwahnih et al., 2011; Quito-
Avila et al., 2013; Rwahnih et al., 2013; Thekke-Veetil et al., 2013; Vives
et al., 2013) (reviewed for plant diagnostics by Massart et al. (2014)).
Most commercial NGS services offer basic bioinformatics support such
as de novo sequence assembly or mapping to reference genomes, but
will not progress further to the specifics of virus detection and
discovery. There are also various online tools designed for general
sequence comparison purposes, with NCBI BLAST (http://blast.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi (Altschul et al., 1997)) as the most popular
application that compares a limited number of query sequences to
available subject databases such as non-redundant nucleotide (nt) and
amino acid (nr) collections. In the case of PLAN (http://bioinfo.noble.
org/plan/ (He et al., 2007)), users can create personal projects to Blast
their datasets. NGS data can also be manipulated and analyzed in
Galaxy (http://galaxyproject.org (Blankenberg et al., 2010)). However,
NCBI BLAST and PLAN are Blast tools and only accept limited number
of sequences in flat fasta format, and Galaxy, although more flexible
with NGS data, is a collection of tools designed for sequence
manipulation and analysis but not for novel virus discovery purposes.

There are bioinformatics tools developed specifically for human
virus detection (Bhaduri et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013; Kostic et al.,

2011; Li et al., 2013; Naeem et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013). In general,
these tools are Unix command-line standalone packages that map NGS
reads to the human genome, and performvarious Blast steps to remove
host reads. The remaining data are analyzed to categorize into non-
human, microbial, or viral integrated sequences. Metavir2 (Roux et al.,
2014) and Virome (Wommack et al., 2012) are the two other web-
based tools for virome analysis but focus heavily on data visualization
of environmental samples and do not focus on virus discovery. As there
are no bioinformatics programs that function as universal virus dis-
covery tools, biologists often have to rely on professional bioinforma-
ticians to process NGS data, posing a bottleneck in data analysis.

In this study, a pipeline was created, from the bench to sequence
analysis for virus detection and discovery. We developed a degen-
erate oligonucleotide primed (DOP) RT-PCR method with multiple
barcodes for NGS, and constructed VirFind, a novel and automated
bioinformatics tool specifically for virus detection and discovery.
The tool has been tested for the past 2 years and is available as a
web-based graphical front-end interface at http://virfind.org. Vir-
Find efficiency was evaluated for virus detection and discovery
using different NGS platforms on several plant and animal samples,
sequenced in-house as well as by other research groups.

Results

A DOP-RT-PCR assay for multiplexed NGS

In this study, a DOP-RT-PCR assay with two different sets of
primers (Table 2 and Table S1 for complete sets) was evaluated with
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29 plant dsRNA-enriched samples (sample nos. 3–31). Each primer
set comprised of an RT primer (with a random hexamer at the 30

end) and 48 barcoded PCR primers, facilitating multiplexed NGS
runs without the need of further barcoding by sequencing service
provider. We experimented different sample combinations, from
single sample NGS (dataset nos. 1, 4–8) to multiple barcoded sample
NGS (datasets #3: 2 samples; #9: 4 samples; #10: 8 samples; and
#2: 11 samples), and were able to retrieve sequences from all
samples based on their barcodes.

Virus detection

Sample nos. 1, 5–8, 10, 13–21 and 31 (Table 1) were employed to
test the VirFind detection efficiency. The pipeline detected all known
viruses, including redbud yellow ringspot virus (Emaravirus, unas-
signed family) in Cercis canadensis (redbud); rose rosette virus
(Emaravirus) in Rosa sp. (rose); beet pseudo-yellows virus (Crinivirus,
Closteroviridae) and strawberry necrotic shock virus (Ilarvirus, Bromo-
viridae) in Fragaria� ananassa (strawberry); blackberry virus E (unas-
signed genus, Alphaflexiviridae), blackberry virus X (unassigned),
blackberry vein banding-associated virus (Ampelovirus, Closteroviri-
dae), blackberry yellow vein-associated virus (Crinivirus) and tobacco
ringspot virus (Nepovirus, Secoviridae) in Rubus sp. (blackberry); fig
badnavirus 1 (Badnavirus, Caulimoviridae), fig mild mottle-associated
virus (Closterovirus, Closteroviridae) and fig mosaic virus (Emaravirus)
in Ficus carica (fig); blueberry latent virus (Amalgavirus, Amalgavir-
idae), blueberry necrotic ring blotch virus (unassigned) in Vaccinium
corymbosum (blueberry) and citrus yellow vein-associated virus

(unassigned) in Citrus� limon. (lemon). In Mentha� gracilis (mint),
VirFind detected mint virus X (Potexvirus, Alphaflexiviridae), straw-
berry latent ringspot virus (unassigned genus, Secoviridae) and mint
vein banding-associated virus (MVBaV, unassigned genus, Closterovir-
idae). VirFind extended the known MVBaV genome from 9049 nt to
13,387 nt ((Tzanetakis et al., 2005), GenBank accession KJ572575). In
Vitis vinifera (grapevine), VirFind assembled 6416 nt of RNA 1 of peach
rosette mosaic virus (PRMV, Nepovirus, Secoviridae). Currently only
sequences from PRMV RNA 1 are available in GenBank. VirFind
discovered two contigs with total length of 2938 nt (GenBank
accessions KJ572573-4) similar to the polyprotein encoded by nepo-
virus RNA 2. Since no RNA 1 of other nepoviruses was found, these
two contigs are presumably part of PRMV RNA 2.

VirFind was also sensitive enough to detect correctly three
random 270 nt virus/viroid GenBank molecules in datasets 4–6

Fig. 2. Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR confirming the presence of novel viruses
identified using VirFind. Lanes 1–2: detection of novel trichovirus (DNA pro-
duct¼325 bp) and novel waikavirus (DNA product¼640 bp), respectively, in black-
currant; 3: detection of elderberry latent virus (DNA product¼217 bp) in
elderberry; 4–10: detection of novel carlaviruses (DNA product¼181 bp) in
elderberry; 11: detection of putative peach rosette mosaic virus RNA 2 (DNA
product¼379 bp) in grape; M: Hyperladder IV molecular weight marker. Sanger
sequencing confirmed virus identities.

Fig. 1. VirFind flowchart for virus detection and discovery using next generation sequencing data. Each VirFind queue runs on a computer node with 64 cores and 512 Gb
RAM, and uses various sequence manipulation tools, together with Bowtie 2 mapping, Velvet de novo assembler, NCBI BLAST and conserved domain search, to generate
different outputs for users to find viruses in their next generation sequencing data. Stars indicate steps where users can set their own parameters.
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indicating that sequence subtraction by the Bowtie 2 genome
mapping and Blastn steps (default cut-off e-value¼0.05) did not
erroneously remove any virus/viroid sequences.

Virus discovery

A novel trichovirus was discovered in Ribes nigrum (black-
currant). The total contig length is 6057 nt (GenBank accessions
KJ572565-6) and the partial RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
(RdRp) shares about 30% identity with its trichovirus orthologs
(Table S2A). A novel waikavirus, with total contig length of 6347 nt
(GenBank accessions KJ572567–KJ572572), was also discovered,
with the coat protein (CP) identities being less than 43% when
comparing with its orthologs (Table S2B). Seven Sambucus (elder-
berry) samples were evaluated and VirFind extended the genome
of elderberry latent virus (ElLV, unassigned genus, Tombusviridae)
from 1017 nt to 3350 nt (GenBank accession KJ572576). Five novel
carlaviruses with genome contig length ranging from 6044 to 8749
nt (GenBank accessions KJ572560–KJ572564) were discovered. All
are new viruses given that the complete RdRp genes share less

than the 80% amino acid sequence identities (ICTV species cut-off
value) between them and other members of the genus. The viruses
are provisionally named as elderberry carlaviruses A–E (Fig. 3
and Table S2C).

The presence of all novel viruses was verified by PCR amplifica-
tion using detection primers designed from the assembled contigs
(Table 2), with the exception of elderberry carlaviruses using the
universal carlavirus detection primer pair kk-univ-carla (Karen Keller,
personal communication), followed by Sanger sequencing (Fig. 2).

VirFind is a public tool for virus detection and discovery

Four external users evaluated VirFind using seven plants or
honey bee Illumina/fasta datasets sequenced from either dsRNA,
siRNA, or total RNA (NGS dataset nos. 11–17, Table 1). Without any
prior knowledge about the tool, the users successfully signed up,
logged in, and submitted the NGS datasets with specific para-
meters for the tool to execute at http://virfind.org. The users later
confirmed the viruses detected by VirFind had been previously
identified by their in-house bioinformatics analysis.
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Fig. 3. Phylogenetic analysis of the RdRp amino acid sequences of five novel Elderberry carlaviruses among Carlavirus species with sequences deposited on GenBank. The un-
rooted tree was generated using the neighbor-joining algorithm of MEGA5 software (Tamura et al., 2011).
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Discussion

VirFind, a bioinformatics pipeline for virus detection and discov-
ery was developed. The program uses NGS data to identify known
and unknown viruses and provide a robust pipeline for the end user.
We evaluated different sample numbers in multiplexed NGS (2, 4, 8,
and 11). In all cases, all viruses previously detected in the samples
were also identified using VirFind. Unlike a chip-based method for
virus detection (Chen et al., 2011), there is no need to update the
hardware for DOP-RT-PCR.

Identifying a virus hit to GenBank nt or virus protein database is
relatively simple in the case of long contigs with high sequence
identity to known species. Still, it could be a challenging task in the
case of short contigs and high e-values because of the possibility of
false positives. VirFind generates Blast and conserved domain out-
puts with details empowering the users to make a decision on
whether a known/novel virus is present in their sample. Based on
the taxonomy information in the Blast reports together with
e-values and sequence identity, users can infer whether a virus is
a known species or a novel one.

Number of unique sequences submitted to the Blast filtering steps
varied between 454 and Illumina sequencing methods (Table S3). As
VirFind ignores sequences (after adapter and primer trimming)
shorter than 90 nt, the majority of 454 singlets were processed
further, whereas those from Illumina were filtered out. However, this
will change as Illumina read length is constantly increasing.

Genomes of some of the host plants used in this study are still
unavailable on the GenBank, hence the filtering steps remove a subset
of host sequences, leaving a number of non-hit sequences. Themajority
were host sequences as identified in the conserved domain search.
However, we observed cases where conserved domain search picked
up a novel virus while earlier Blast steps did not (data not shown). Still,
the rate of eukaryotic genome sequences available accelerates by the
year and this may not be an issue altogether in a short timeframe.

Knowledge of virus evolution expands rapidly and it may be
that novel virus sequences (e.g. archaea viruses) are quite different
from those deposited in databases. In such case VirFind may be
unable to identify them as such but as knowledge expands so will
the ability of the pipeline to identify novel species.

Compared to other bioinformatics tools (Roux et al., 2014;
Wommack et al., 2012), VirFind is better suited for processing of
raw sequences for novel virus discovery. The tool can trim adapters/
primers, and map to reference genomes before any sequence assem-
bly and Blast steps. These steps are particularly useful with a random
PCR or sample tagging protocols. Official virus taxonomy information
obtained from ICTV master species list helps users identify the
approximate taxa of the novel viruses.

Processing time varied between the experimental datasets, from as
short as 3 min to about 70 h (Table 1) depending on the number of
unique raw reads, average read length, and number of reads being
processed after each filtering step. In general, 70 h are sufficient to
complete the analysis of one 454 Junior sff dataset with �200,000
reads, or an Illumina fastq dataset with �30 million 80 nt single-end
reads. Bigger datasets will need more processing power and we plan
to upgrade VirFind hardware when user activity becomes significant.

A universal bioinformatics tool for virus discovery must have the
ability to process datasets (i) with different NGS formats, (ii) of
different read lengths, (iii) from different hosts, and (iv) infected by
known and unknown virus species, closely or distantly related to
those found on GenBank. The universality of VirFind was proven
when the tool successfully worked with datasets in 454 sff/Illumina
fastq/fasta format, processed from total nucleic acids/dsRNA, identi-
fied all categories of viruses, and generated by external users that
used different preparation methods. VirFind was also used to identify
viruses from siRNA datasets, which would allow the discovery of
DNA viruses that leave siRNA footprints after infection. Originally

VirFind was constructed to find plant viruses. However, since virus
discovery by sequence comparison is the same regardless the virus
species or host, and with the fact that VirFind was also tested
successfully with honeybee viruses, the tool can be used for detection
and discovery of viruses in any host.

Since online, VirFind was tested internally and externally using
NGS datasets generated by the 454 or Illumina platforms. In all cases,
VirFind produced virus detection/discovery results identical to or
better than those previously identified by each individual user,
demonstrating the reproducibility of the tool. Taken together, our
results have shown that with VirFind, virus detection and discovery
using NGS can be standardized and readily accessible to a wider
audience of scientists in the absence of a designated bioinformatician.

Material and methods

Sample sources

Samples exhibiting virus-like symptoms were either plants
maintained at the University of Arkansas-Fayetteville, or provided
by collaborators in California, Michigan, Mississippi and Oregon.
Laboratory tests (ELISA or RT-PCR) detected viruses in only a
subset of samples, indicative of the presence of novel strains or
species in others. Plant leaves or phloem were harvested and kept
at �80 1C until nucleic acid extraction.

Sample preparation methods

>Thirty one plant samples (sample nos. 1–31, Table 1) were
used for nucleic acid extraction. Sample nos. 1 and 2 were
subjected to a total nucleic acid extraction protocol (Poudel
et al., 2013), whereas sample nos. 3–31 were processed using a
dsRNA-enrichment protocol (Yoshikawa and Converse, 1990).
Samples 1, 5–8, 10, 13–21 and 31 were known to be infected by
an array of viruses whereas samples 2–4, 9, 11, 12, 22–30 were
never tested for viruses before. Reverse transcription was per-
formed essentially as described before (Tzanetakis et al., 2005)
using Maxima™ reverse transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA) with 0.4 mM PDAP21305 (emaravirus specific primer)
(Di Bello and Tzanetakis, 2013) for samples 1 and 2, or BG4A-RT
and KpnI-RT primers (0.4 mM each, Table 2) for samples 3–31. 5 ml
of the cDNA were used in a 100 ml PCR reaction, with 0.8 mM
PDAP21305 primer for samples 1 and 2, or BG4A-PCR and KpnI-PCR
primers (0.8 mM each, Table 2) for samples 3–31, and chemical
composition as previously described (Poudel et al., 2013). The PCR
program consisted of 2 min denaturation at 94 1C followed by 35
cycles of 20 s at 94 1C, 20 s at 45 1C, and 30 s at 72 1C, concluding
with 10 min extension at 72 1C. The PCR products were visualized
in 2% TBE-agarose gels stained with GelReds (Biotium, Hayward,
CA) and DOP-PCR products between 300 and 1000 bp were
purified using GeneJET PCR Purification Kit (Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific). DNA was quantified on a NanoDrop™ spectrophotometer
(Thermo Fisher Scientific), normalized to the same amount for
each sample, multiplexed as indicated in Table 1, and sequenced in
10 separate NGS reactions (NGS dataset nos. 1–10) using Illumina
(Center for Genome Research and Biocomputing, Oregon State
University, Corvallis, OR) or 454 Junior sequencing (Department of
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Oklahoma State University,
Stillwater, OK).

Development of VirFind

VirFind was developed as an automated tool to process NGS
outputs. The pipeline is run on a Dell high performance computer
node with AMD Opteron 6200 Series processors (64 cores) and 512 Gb
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RAM housed at Arkansas High Performance Computing Center. A
detailed flowchart of the steps performed by VirFind is presented
in Fig. 1. Briefly, NGS sequence files are converted to fasta format.
Sequences are then trimmed at both 50 and 30 ends to remove
any adapters and primers, and collapsed using FASTX-Toolkit

(http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit) and seq_crumbs (http://
bioinf.comav.upv.es). Host sequences are removed from further
processing after mapping to reference genomes using Bowtie 2
(Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). De novo sequence assembly is
performed on unmapped reads using Velvet (Zerbino and Birney,

Table 1
List of samples and viruses detected/discovered using VirFind.

NGS
dataset
no.

File
type

Run time
(hh:mm)

Number of
raw reads

Average
sequence
length (nt)

Sample
no.

Host Viruses detected/discovereda PCR primers

1 sff 35:50 193,527 462 1 Cercis canadensis, Rosa
sp.

Redbud yellow ringspot virus, rose rosette virus PDAP21305 (Di Bello
and Tzanetakis,
2013)

2 sff 26:19 170,689 454 2 C. canadensis None PDAP21305
3 Campsis sp. None BG4A-I38-PCR
4 Campsis sp. None BG4A-I39-PCR
5 Fragaria� ananassa Beet pseudo-yellows virus, strawberry necrotic

shock virus
BG4A-I44-PCR

6 Fragaria� ananassa Strawberry necrotic shock virus BG4A-I35-PCR
7 Fragaria� ananassa Beet pseudo-yellows virus BG4A-I36-PCR
8 Fragaria� ananassa Strawberry necrotic shock virus BG4A-I37-PCR
9 Lagerstroemia sp. None BG4A-I43-PCR
10 Rubus sp. Blackberry vein banding-associated virus, blackberry

yellow vein-associated virus, tobacco ringspot virus
BG4A-I17-PCR

11 Vaccinium� corymbosum None BG4A-I31-PCR
12 Vaccinium� corymbosum None BG4A-I32-PCR

3 sff 54:40 165,830 461 13 Mentha� gracilis Mint vein banding-associated virusb, mint virus X,
strawberry latent ringspot virus

BG4A-I18-PCR

14 Rubus sp. Blackberry vein banding associated virus, blackberry
virus X, blackberry yellow vein-associated virus

BG4A-I17-PCR,
BG4A-I20-PCR,
BG4A-I21-PCR

4c fastq 02:08 29,089,718 80 15 Ficus carica Fig badnavirus 1, fig mild mottle-associated virus, fig
mosaic virus

KpnI-PCR

5c fastq 02:41 33,294,974 80 16 Glycine max Tobacco ringspot virus KpnI-PCR
6c fastq 03:03 25,632,788 80 17 Rosa multiflora Blackberry chlorotic ringspot virus, rose rosette virus KpnI-PCR
7 fastq 02:42 30,329,186 80 18 Rubus sp. Blackberry virus E, blackberry yellow vein-

associated virus
KpnI-PCR

8 fastq 03:35 30,820,330 80 19 Vaccinium� corymbosum Blueberry latent virus, blueberry necrotic ring blotch
virus

KpnI-PCR

9 sff 48:30 175,984 451 20 Vaccinium� corymbosum Blueberry latent virus BG4A-I47-PCR
21 Citrus� limon Citrus yellow vein-associated virus BG4A-I7-PCR
22 Sambucus canadensis Elderberry carlavirus Ad, elderberry carlavirus Bd,

elderberry carlavirus Cd, elderberry latent virusb
BG4A-I5-PCR

23 S. canadensis Elderberry carlavirus Dd BG4A-I6-PCR
10 sff 70:14 155,198 437 24 Ribes nigrum Blackcurrant trichovirus Ad, blackcurrant waikavirus

Ad
BG4A-I1-PCR

25 S. canadensis Elderberry carlavirus D, elderberry latent virus KpnI-I4-PCR
26 S. canadensis Elderberry carlavirus A, elderberry carlavirus B,

elderberry carlavirus C, elderberry latent virus
BG4A-I5-PCR

27 S. canadensis Elderberry carlavirus D BG4A-I6-PCR
28 S. nigra None KpnI-I5-PCR
29 S. racemosa Elderberry carlavirus C, elderberry carlavirus D,

elderberry carlavirus Ed
KpnI-I3-PCR

30 S. racemosa subsp.
sibirica

Elderberry carlavirus C, elderberry carlavirus D KpnI-I2-PCR

31 Vitis vinifera Peach rosette mosaic virusb BG4A-I7-PCR
11e fastq 48:29 8,483,017 50 32 Plant Betaflexiviridae (5) N/A
12e fastq 46:53 9,432,449 50 33 Plant None N/A
13e fasta 04:02 18,510,733 36 34 Plant Chrysovirus (2), Foveavirus (1), Maculavirus (1),

Marafivirus (1), Mycovirus (1)
N/A

14e fasta 00:37 4,691,814 23 35 Plant Tymovirus (1) N/A
15e,f fasta 00:03 178,519 23 36 Apis mellifera Deformed wing iflavirus, varroa destructor iflavirus-

1
N/A

16e fasta 00:14 416,892 36 37 Plant Closterovirus (1), Idaeovirus (1), Potexvirus (1),
Secoviridae (1)

N/A

17e fasta 21:23 1,501,204 100 38 Plant Closterovirus (1), Idaeovirus (1), Potexvirus (1),
Secoviridae (1)

N/A

a In this column, parentheses represent number of virus species.
b Known virus with incomplete genome sequence on GenBank, genome sequence extended using VirFind in this study.
c Each of these datasets was manually introduced one random virus or viroid sequence.
d Novel virus species.
e External user.
f Analysis of this dataset was published by the user (Wang et al., 2013).
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2008) with k-mer (overlapping value)¼31. For datasets with average
sequence length r50 nt (primarily siRNA sequences), additional
Velvet assemblies with k-mer¼15 or 19 are constructed.

Short sequences may lead to false positives in Blast and for this
reason only contigs and singlets of Z90 nt are subjected to Blastn
search against the GenBank nt database. Hits to GenBank nt are
filtered out with virus and non-virus fasta reads together with their
corresponding Blastn reports in tabular format. Sequences without any
matches are then subjected to Blastx search against all GenBank virus
protein sequences. CAP3 assemblies are also constructed on top of the
Blast outputs. Official virus taxonomy information (order, family, sub-
family, genus, species) derived from International Committee on
Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) Master species list (http://talk.ictvonline.
org/files/ictv_documents/m/msl/default.aspx) is presented on both
reports. The remaining non-hit sequences are further processed using
a Python script (http://cgpdb.ucdavis.edu/DNA_SixFrames_Translation)
to translate all six frames which are consequently examined for the
presence of conserved domains (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2009) against
the NCBI Conserved Domain Database (CDD).

For the web interface submission, users need to complete a
sequence submission form that contains the following options:
(i) trimming of adapter/primer, (ii) mapping to reference genomes to
remove host sequences, (iii) cut-off e-values of the Blastn and Blastx
steps to define sequence relatedness to those found in GenBank, and
(iv) conserved domain search of the remaining unmatched sequences.
Sequence files are then uploaded to the VirFind ftp server for analysis.

When all steps are completed, output files are compressed and mailed
to users with information on how to download results from the server.

Virus detection and discovery

NGS dataset nos. 4–6 (Table 1) were each spiked with a random
270 nt virus/viroid GenBank sequence which was used to test the
ability of VirFind to detect a single copy virus-like sequence.
For sample nos. 22–27 and 29–30 where VirFind identified novel
viruses, PCR primers were developed (Table 2) and used to amplify
and sequence parts of the viruses' genomes, confirming their pre-
sence in individual samples.

Evaluation by external users

Four laboratories with experience analyzing NGS data as confirmed
with multiple publications (Pallett et al., 2010; Quito-Avila et al., 2011;
Rwahnih et al., 2013, 2012; Villamor et al., 2013; Villamor and Eastwell,
2013; Wang et al., 2013) evaluated VirFind independently using their
own NGS datasets, previously analyzed and confirmed to contain an
array of plant or animal viruses. The users were not provided with
additional assistance other than that provided in the website.

Nucleotide sequence accession numbers

Sequences of the viruses used in this study have been depos-
ited in GenBank under accession numbers KJ572560-76.
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